Journal Club Speaker (please print): ___________________________ Date: ____________

Evaluator Name (Optional; please print): ______________________________

Time length of presentation: _____ minutes (Overall presentation should not be more than 25 minutes. Please note that 0.5 points will be deducted per 2 min over the limit).

Evaluation: (1 – Not really and 5 – Yes) (Please circle one)

1 2 3 4 5 Were the slides easy to read? Was the text large enough?
1 2 3 4 5 Did each slide make clear sense and focus on one idea?
1 2 3 4 5 Did the talk flow logically from one topic to the next?
1 2 3 4 5 Did the speaker make good eye contact with the audience?
1 2 3 4 5 Did the speaker seem to understand the topic well?
1 2 3 4 5 Did the speaker seem to be well-prepared in the delivery of their presentation?
1 2 3 4 5 Did the speaker find ways to express the topic’s relevance?
1 2 3 4 5 Was the presenter able to answer questions raised by the audience?
1 2 3 4 5 Was the speaker able to effectively explain the physics described in the paper?
1 2 3 4 5 Did you enjoy this presentation by this speaker?

Do you want to give any feedbacks to the presenter?

How interesting is the presentation?

What did you like the most about the presentation?

What would you like to suggest making presentation more interesting?

Are there any serious issues that you think presenter needs to improve?

How valuable is the overall presentation? (Please choose one: Poor, Fair, Good, Very Good, Excellent)